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Speed is key.
Stepping into the high value-added industry 
with our precision processing technique.

Kyoyu Co., Ltd.
 (Misato, Miyagi Prefecture)

【Design / production】

Company Overview

Company Introduction

Head Office: 149-1 Shinnawashiroe, Sekine,  
                     Misato-machi, Tōda-gun, Miyagi
Foundation: May 1980
Capital: 88,880,000 yen

Representative: Tokumi Hatanaka
Number of Employees: 100
TEL: +81-229-34-2329
URL：http://www.kyoyu.jp/

Since the company’s founding in 1974, we have been cultivating our precise microprocessing technique in the elec-
tronic device industry. With “Speed is Key” as our catchphrase, we are quick to deliver, thanks to the two shift organi-
zations of our enterprise, combining real-time delivery control using information technology (IT) administration sys-
tems with a company-wide integrated manufacturing process to allow for smooth operation.
We cater to all genres, from small articles containing difficult-to-machine materials to large articles. The newest mar-
kets in which we are developing are the four high value-added industry fields of automobile, medical equipment, 
semiconductor production devices and aerospace.

Business/Product Outline

Industrial labor-saving machinery, jigs, etc.
Precision presses and molds.

Business related 
to automobiles
“Divided structure mold for presses (punch)”
Material / thickness: SPC440 / t=1.0
Working condition: 10-step progressive die
(Image license: Toyota Motor East Japan Inc.)

Business related to medical equipment
Making use of the “JST Reconstruction Promotion Program” 
as part of an industry-university-government collaboration, we 
are in the middle of joint research and development (R&D) 
research efforts with Tohoku University. The goal of this 
research is the burrless minimization of difficult-to-machine jigs 
that have optical components inserted into them using ultra-
sonic vibration.
(From 2012 to 2014)
We are striving to cut down on costs by implementing process-
ing methods, such as multipieces and lead-time reduction. 

・First-time manufacturing costs are 90% and lower compared 
to those for conventional molds.
・Runnings costs are 50% and lower compared to those for 
conventional molds.
・The material of the employed holder and blade can be used 
for different purposes.

【Manufacturing】
Precision machinery parts, precision mold parts.

Business related 
to aerospace
“Combustion test device sample”
Material: SUS, copper alloy
Electron beam welding (at a partner enterprise)
(Image license: JAXA Kakuda Space Center)
Delivery of fine precision cutting tools to other engine and 
equipment makers
・International Standard Certification JIS Q 9100
・3D-CAD (Introduction of CATIA V5)

Business related to semiconductor
production equipment
“Semiconductor production equipment”
Material: A5052
Plate thickness: 25mm 
“Difficult-to-machine large workpiece demonstration”
Combined processing machine with five vertical shafts and 
lathe functionality
Maximum processing size ofφ2,000×1,440
CAM simulator
3D measuring machine
X1,600 × Y3,000 × Z1,200
Carrying an ultrasonic wave washing machine

Business related to information home appliances
We take molds based on fine precision processing techniques and automatic machines from design to actual production. We can 
handle every step, from the machine processing of 3D CAD data to the final product evaluation.


